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AdministriviaAdministrivia

Homework due TuesdayHomework due Tuesday
Midterm next ThursdayMidterm next Thursday

I donI don’’t have a formal midterm review, but It have a formal midterm review, but I’’ll leave a ll leave a 
little bit of next class, plus office hours right after little bit of next class, plus office hours right after 
class, for questions/discussionclass, for questions/discussion
Next class isnNext class isn’’t until 1:10pm, so we can hang out in t until 1:10pm, so we can hang out in 
the classroom for a whilethe classroom for a while

Java modifiers, Java modifiers, reduxredux

Actually, you Actually, you cancan have private classes, but only if have private classes, but only if 
theythey’’re re ““inner classesinner classes””, i.e., inside another class, i.e., inside another class
Constants frequently use the Constants frequently use the staticstatic keyword as keyword as 
well; what exactly does static mean?well; what exactly does static mean?
public static final public static final intint NUM_SIDES = NUM_SIDES = 
6;6;

You can also create You can also create static methodsstatic methods, just like the utility , just like the utility 
methods in the Math classmethods in the Math class
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Finish circle exampleFinish circle example

…… and square exampleand square example
WeWe’’re not going to worry about the GUI part re not going to worry about the GUI part 
(yet)(yet)

Graphical ApplicationsGraphical Applications

Except for the applets seen in Chapter 2, the Except for the applets seen in Chapter 2, the 
example programs we've explored thus far have example programs we've explored thus far have 
been textbeen text--basedbased
Let's examine some Java applications that have Let's examine some Java applications that have 
graphical componentsgraphical components
These components will serve as a foundation to These components will serve as a foundation to 
programs that have true graphical user interfaces programs that have true graphical user interfaces 
(GUIs)(GUIs)

Applets can use these, tooApplets can use these, too

GUI ComponentsGUI Components

A A GUI componentGUI component is an object that represents a is an object that represents a 
screen element such as a button or a text fieldscreen element such as a button or a text field
GUIGUI--related classes are defined primarily in the related classes are defined primarily in the 
java.awtjava.awt and the and the javax.swingjavax.swing packagespackages
First major component: a First major component: a containercontainer

A A GUI containerGUI container is a component that is used to hold is a component that is used to hold 
and organize other componentsand organize other components
A A frameframe is a container that is used to display a GUIis a container that is used to display a GUI--
based Java applicationbased Java application
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Frames and panelsFrames and panels

A frame is displayed as a separate window with a title A frame is displayed as a separate window with a title 
bar bar –– it can be repositioned and resized on the screen as it can be repositioned and resized on the screen as 
neededneeded

““HeavyweightHeavyweight””: : managed by the underlying operating systemmanaged by the underlying operating system
A A panelpanel is a container that cannot be displayed on its is a container that cannot be displayed on its 
own but is used to organize other componentsown but is used to organize other components

““LightweightLightweight””: : managed by the Java program itselfmanaged by the Java program itself
A panel must be added to another container to be A panel must be added to another container to be 
displayeddisplayed

But you can But you can nestnest panels to form more sophisticated GUIspanels to form more sophisticated GUIs

LabelsLabels

A A labellabel is a GUI component that displays a line is a GUI component that displays a line 
of textof text
Labels are usually used to display information or Labels are usually used to display information or 
identify other components in the interfaceidentify other components in the interface
Let's look at a simple exampleLet's look at a simple example
This is This is notnot like like g.drawStringg.drawString(); it(); it’’s an objects an object--
oriented approach to organizing textoriented approach to organizing text

ImagesImages

Images are often used in a programs with a Images are often used in a programs with a 
graphical interfacegraphical interface
Java can manage images in both JPEG and GIF Java can manage images in both JPEG and GIF 
formatsformats
As we've seen, a As we've seen, a JLabelJLabel object can be used to object can be used to 
display a line of textdisplay a line of text
It can also be used to display an imageIt can also be used to display an image

The The ImageIconImageIcon class is used to represent an class is used to represent an 
image that is stored in a labelimage that is stored in a label

That is, a label can be composed of text, and That is, a label can be composed of text, and 
image, or both at the same timeimage, or both at the same time
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So how do we paint()?So how do we paint()?

We can still make a paint method in a component, so We can still make a paint method in a component, so 
that we can mix a structured GUI interface along with that we can mix a structured GUI interface along with 
custom elementscustom elements
We We extendextend a a JPanelJPanel and put a and put a 
paintComponentpaintComponent((……)) method inside itmethod inside it
Other GUI constructs (like a Other GUI constructs (like a JLabelJLabel) already have ) already have 
useful useful paintComponentpaintComponent implementations, so you implementations, so you 
rarely put one explicitly in thererarely put one explicitly in there
Note that we can draw Note that we can draw onon a panel or put stuff a panel or put stuff inin the the 
panelpanel

EventsEvents

An An eventevent is an object that represents some is an object that represents some 
activity to which we may want to respondactivity to which we may want to respond
For example, we may want our program to For example, we may want our program to 
perform some action when the following occurs:perform some action when the following occurs:

the mouse is moved or draggedthe mouse is moved or dragged
a mouse button is clickeda mouse button is clicked
a graphical button is clickeda graphical button is clicked
a keyboard key is presseda keyboard key is pressed
a timer expiresa timer expires

Events often correspond to user actions, but not Events often correspond to user actions, but not 
alwaysalways

Events and ListenersEvents and Listeners

The Java standard class library contains several The Java standard class library contains several 
classes that represent typical eventsclasses that represent typical events
Components, such as a graphical button, Components, such as a graphical button, 
generate (or generate (or firefire) an event when it occurs) an event when it occurs
A A listenerlistener object "waits" for an event to occur object "waits" for an event to occur 
and responds accordinglyand responds accordingly
We can design We can design listener objectslistener objects to take whatever to take whatever 
actions are appropriate when an event occursactions are appropriate when an event occurs
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GUI DevelopmentGUI Development

Generally we use components and events that Generally we use components and events that 
are predefined by classes in the Java class libraryare predefined by classes in the Java class library
Therefore, to create a Java program that uses a Therefore, to create a Java program that uses a 
GUI we must:GUI we must:

instantiate and set up the necessary componentsinstantiate and set up the necessary components
implement listener classes for any events we care implement listener classes for any events we care 
aboutabout
establish the relationship between listeners and establish the relationship between listeners and 
components that generate the corresponding eventscomponents that generate the corresponding events

ButtonsButtons

A A push buttonpush button is a component that allows the user is a component that allows the user 
to initiate an action by pressing a graphical to initiate an action by pressing a graphical 
button using the mousebutton using the mouse
A push button is defined by the A push button is defined by the JButtonJButton classclass
It generates an It generates an action eventaction event
LetLet’’s set up a quick examples set up a quick example

Flow of ControlFlow of Control

As we discussed earlier, code usually runs linearlyAs we discussed earlier, code usually runs linearly
We can affect this We can affect this flow of controlflow of control in one of two in one of two 
waysways

Conditional operation:Conditional operation: decide whether or not to execute decide whether or not to execute 
a particular statementa particular statement
Iterative operation:Iterative operation: execute a statement over and over, execute a statement over and over, 
repetitivelyrepetitively

These decisions are based on boolean These decisions are based on boolean 
expressionsexpressions
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Conditional StatementsConditional Statements

A A conditional statementconditional statement lets us choose which lets us choose which 
statement will be executed nextstatement will be executed next
The Java conditional statements are the:The Java conditional statements are the:

if statementif statement
ifif--else statementelse statement
? operator (well, not quite a statement)? operator (well, not quite a statement)
switch statementswitch statement

Less Less ““clumsyclumsy”” than the assembly equivalentsthan the assembly equivalents

17

The if StatementThe if Statement

The The if statementif statement has the following syntax:has the following syntax:

if ( condition )
statement;

if is a Java
reserved word

The condition must be a
boolean expression. It must
evaluate to either true or false.

If the condition is true, the statement is executed.
If it is false, the statement is skipped.

Next timeNext time

Continue chapter 5 of L/LContinue chapter 5 of L/L
Midterm reviewMidterm review
TodayToday’’s class is the s class is the lastlast material for the midtermmaterial for the midterm


